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Static and dynamic properties of inhomogeneous elastic media on disordered substrate
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~Received 22 September 1997!

The pinning of an inhomogeneous elastic medium by a disordered substrate is studied analytically and
numerically. The static and dynamic properties of aD-dimensional system are shown to be equivalent to those
of the well-known problem of aD-dimensional random manifold embedded in (D1D) dimensions. The
analogy is found to be very robust, applicable to a wide range of elastic media, including those which are
amorphous or nearly periodic, with local or nonlocal elasticity. Also demonstrated explicitly is the equivalence
between the dynamic depinning transition obtained at a constant driving force, and the self-organized, near-
critical behavior obtained by a~small! constant velocity drive.@S0163-1829~98!07413-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pinning of elastic continuum in random potential h
been a subject of numerous studies in the past decade.1 It is
related to various phenomena of technological importan
while being also of fundamental interest to the statisti
mechanics of disordered systems. Considerable efforts h
been devoted to understanding how quenched impurities
fluence the transport of charge-density wave~CDW!,2–4 pin-
ning of flux lines in type-II superconductors,5 roughness of
crystalline surfaces,6,7 propagation of invasion fronts,8 etc.
Many aspects of these systems can be described either b
model of randomly-pinned CDW’s or by the model of ra
domly pinned directed manifold~‘‘random manifold’’ for
brevity!. The static properties of the low-temperature gla
phases of these systems have been studied by a varie
analytical methods, including renormalization-group~RG!
analysis,9,10 replica variational method,11,12 and functional
RG.13,14,12Combined with the exact ground-state structu
obtained numerically via efficient ~polynomial!
algorithms,15–18these systems are perhaps the best chara
ized glassy system to date. Much progress has also b
made in understanding the nonequilibrium driven dynam
of these systems.1 In the extreme nonequilibrium limit wher
thermal fluctuations can be neglected, it is known that
driving force exceeding a critical value is necessary to de
the system. A continuous dynamic phase transition occur
the depinning threshold, where the dynamics exhibit co
plex stick-slip motion with ‘‘avalanches’’ of all sizes. Suc
complex dynamics results from the intricate balance of e
ticity and random pinning forces near the onset of moti
They have been characterized in great detail by a comb
tion of analytic,4,19–21 numeric,22–29 and experimental30–34

methods.
Another class of pinning phenomena which have attrac

much attention is the tribology of sliding elastic bodies
teracting via a contact surface. This is exemplified by
Burridge-Knopoff model35–38describing the dynamics alon
an individual earthquake fault. Other examples inclu
boundary layer lubrication,39 and stick-slip motion40,41 of
elastic continuum over sticky substrates. Complex spatiot
poral dynamics are found to occur in these systems a
when they are driven slowly. Previous studies42 of this class
570163-1829/98/57~14!/8235~19!/$15.00
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of systems have focused on the role of chaos generate
nonlinear dynamics, e.g., a velocity-weakening frictio
Complexity in these systems are not as well understood th
retically.

Another approach to studying the spatiotemporal co
plexity generated in tribologylike problems is b
‘‘sandpile’’-like automaton models, as pioneered by Bak a
collaborators.43,44The connection between sandpilelike mo
els and dynamic critical phenomena has been proposed e
on by Tang and Bak.45 ~In fact, the sandpile model46 itself
was motivated from the study of the randomly pinn
CDW.47 Equivalence between many aspects of the sand
model and those of the CDW at the depinning threshold
since been verified numerically by Narayan a
Middleton.48! Analogy between the geometrical structures
individual earthquake fault zones and those of theequilib-
rium random manifold has also been explored.49 In a previ-
ous paper,50 we demonstrated analytically and numerica
the equivalence between a certain class of disord
dominated tribology problem and the depinning dynamics
the random manifold. The same approach has been use
Fisher et al.51 as a starting point in analyzing earthqua
fault dynamics. Connection between a related interface
pinning problem and certain earthquake models have
been discussed by Paczuski and Boettcher.52 In this paper,
we examine in detail the relation between the tribologyli
systems and the randomly pinned CDW/manifolds. Our m
jor result, thatboth the static and dynamic properties of
D-dimensional inhomogeneous elastic body embedded
D-dimensional random medium are equivalent to those o
homogeneous D-dimensional directed manifold embedde
(D1D)-dimensional random medium, is found to be very
robust, applicable to a wide range of elastic media, includ
those which are amorphous, nearly periodic, with local
nonlocal elasticity. These results are relevant to a numbe
apparently unrelated problems, including the enhanced
ning of entangled flux lines, the nonequilibrium freezing
moving vortex array,53 the reptation of heteropolymers,54 and
alignment of DNA sequences.55 We also demonstrate explic
itly the connection between the dynamic critical phenome
obtained from a constant driving force at the depinni
threshold, and the self-organized, nearly critical behavior
tained by a~small! constant velocity drive. The latter is a
8235 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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8236 57DINKO CULE AND TERENCE HWA
example of ‘‘extremal dynamics’’ by which many sel
organized critical phenomena arise.56

This paper is organized as follows. We first introduce
Sec. II a discreteD-dimensional model of inhomogeneou
elastic system pinned in a disordered medium, and derive
appropriate continuum Hamiltonian. The statics of the c
tinuum system is examined analytically in Sec. III A. W
show that while a perfectly periodic system is equivalent t
randomly pinned CDW system, any quenched-in inhomo
neity changes the universality class to that of the rand
manifold. This includes somewhat surprisingly even nea
periodic systems with a small concentration of quenched
interstitials and vacancies, or with only quenched-in phon
modes. This finding is demonstrated numerically by deta
analysis of the model inD51. All universal quantities ex-
amined, including amplitude ratios, are found to be indist
guishable from those of the one-dimensional random m
fold, i.e., the randomly pinned directed path in 111
dimensions. The driven dynamics of the elastic system~with
a constant force! is described next in Sec. IV. The rando
manifold analogy is extended to include critical depinni
dynamics, and demonstrated explicitly for the caseD51. In
Sec. V, we study the effect of nonlocal elasticity mediated
the elastic body in the bulk not in contact with the disorde
substrate. The dynamics is shown to be analogous to
appropriate random manifold problem with nonlocal elas
ity. Finally, we compare the dynamics obtained w
constant-force drive and that with constant-velocity driv
We find the two to be nearly equivalent close to the dep
ning threshold where the average motion is slow. In order
this manuscript to be self-contained, we provide brief
views of the basic properties concerning the statics and
namics of the CDW/random manifold systems within t
text. More detailed explanations of the coarse-graining p
cedure and a review of bulk-mediated elasticity are provid
in Appendixes A and B.

II. THE DISCRETE AND CONTINUUM MODELS

In this section, we considered aD-dimensionalinhomo-
geneouselastic medium, e.g., an amorphous solid, which
completely immersed in aD-dimensional disordered sub
strate. An example for theD52 case is a sheet of late
membrane in contact with glass,41 or a randomly polymer-
ized membrane adsorbed on a substrate~see Fig. 1!. This
situation also arises in the pinning of a rigid vortex arr
~with quenched-in defects! in a thin-film superconductor
Moreover,D53 may describe the pinning of an entangl
vortex line network in a bulk superconductor~see below!,

FIG. 1. A randomly tethered elastic membrane in contact wit
disordered substrate.
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andD51 is relevant to the reptation of a heteropolymer in
disordered gel matrix.54

We use an irregular array of beads tethered by harmo
springs to model the amorphous solid. Let the average in
bead distance bea and theequilibrium position of a bead
labeled byn be given byRnPRD. The neighboring beads
are connected by harmonic springs with appropriately cho
spring lengths~of the ordera) such that the configuration
$Rn% is theunfrustratedground state of the tethered syste
in the absence of any external forces.

To describe the large scale properties of such an ela
medium analytically, it will be useful to adopt a continuu
description. Let the density field of theunperturbedsystem
be

r0~r !5(
$n%

dD~r2Rn!. ~1!

The quenched-in density variation isdr0(r )5r0(r )2 r̄,
wherer̄[a2D is the average density; it is characterized
the correlation function

dr0~r !dr0~r 8![C0~r2r 8!, ~2!

or the structure factorS0(k)5*dDrC0(r )eikr . Here the over-
bar denotes average over the ensembles of quenched
positions$Rn%. In the case of a single large system, the ov
bar can be taken as the spatial average over smaller
systems.

Elastic distortion of the discrete system is described b
displacement vectoru(Rn), which denotes the displaceme
of thenth bead from its equilibrium positionRn ; see Fig. 2.
Then the actual position of the bead isrn5Rn1u(Rn), and
the corresponding density field is

r~r ;u!5(
$n%

dD@r2Rn2u~Rn!#

'~12“•u!(
$n%

dD@r2Rn2u~r !#, ~3!

a

FIG. 2. Theequilibrium position ~circle! of a beadn is given
Rn ; the actual position~black dot! rn is given by the displacemen
vector u(Rn). Note that the set$Rn% is not necessarily ordered
periodically.
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57 8237STATIC AND DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF . . .
where we assumed that variations in the displacemen
small, i.e.,“•u!1. Comparing Eq.~3! with Eq. ~1!, we see
that

r~r ,u!5~12¹•u!•r0~r2u!'r̄~12“•u!1dr0~r2u!
~4!

to leading order in (¹•u). In the continuum description, de
tails of the elastic medium are contained completely in
term dr0(r ), through the correlation functionC0(r ).

In the absence of any external forces, the energy of
tethered system is invariant upon a constant displacemeu
→u1const. For a statistically isotropic medium, the ener
of small elastic distortion is then simply given by the clas
cal form57

H05E dDr H c11

2
~¹•u!21

c66

2
~¹3u!2J , ~5!

wherec11 andc66 are the bulk and shear elastic moduli.58

Consider now the situation where the elastic medium is
contact with a disordered substrate, modeled by a Gaus
random potentialV(r ) with zero mean and a variance

@V~r !V~r 8!#5DVdD~r2r 8!. ~6!

Here, @ . . . # denotes average over the ensemble of s
strates. The interaction of the medium with the substrat
described by a pinning energy,

Hpin5(
$n%

V~rn!5E dDrr~r ,u!V~r !

5E dDr$2 r̄~“•u!V~r !1W„r ,u~r !…%, ~7!

where

W~r ,u![dr0~r2u!V~r !, ~8!

and the termr̄V(r ) is neglected as it produces merely
overall energy shift. Note thatW(r ,u) depends explicitly on
u where as other terms depend only on“u. Thus, onlyW
breaks the translational symmetryu→u1const, and is re-
sponsible for providing the pinning phenomenon. The int
acting system, characterized by the effective Hamiltonian

H5H01E dDr$2 r̄~“•u!V~r !1W~r ,u!%, ~9!

will be analyzed in detail in the next section.59

III. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

A. Theoretical considerations

1. The periodic medium

If the tethered system does not contain any quenche
defects, then the intrinsic density variation is periodic, i.e

dr0~x!;r̄(
i

cos~K i•x!, ~10!

whereK i ’s are the reciprocal-lattice vectors. Equation~9! in
this case reads
is

e
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HCDW5H01E dDr H 2 r̄~“•u!V~r !

1(
i

r̄V~r !cos@K i•„r2u„r …#J . ~11!

The model~11! is the D-component generalization of th
randomly pinned charge-density wave~CDW! in D
dimensions.60,61 The equilibrium properties of this class o
systems have been well studied:9,10,12 It is known that the
disorder is irrelevant inD51, where the system behaves lik
a Gaussian chain. InD.2, the system~11! is glassy at any
finite temperatures.10,12 The glass phase is described by tw
critical exponents: the thermal exponentu characterizing
typical fluctuations of the free-energy landscapeDF;Lu for
elastic distortion over the length scalesL@a, and the ‘‘wan-
dering’’ exponentz characterizing fluctuations of the dis
placement field,Du;Lz, in the low free-energy state~s!. The
resultsu5D22 and z5O(ln) is believed to be exact fo
2,D<4. Right in D52, the situation is somewhat mor
complicated.9,62,63 The disorder is irrelevant forT.Tg

}@r̄(c11
211c66

21)#21. The precise value of the glass temper
ture Tg depends on the microscopic model.60,61 Below Tg ,
the two-dimensional~2D! system is in a ‘‘marginal’’ glass
phase9,60,61,64characterized by logarithmic anomalies inDF
andDu.

2. Strongly disordered medium

If the tethered system contains a finite concentration
quenched-in dislocations and/or disclinations, then the d
sity variationdr0 is no longer described by Eq.~10!, and one
must characterizedr0 statistically through the correlation
function C0(r ) or the structure factorS0(k). Consider the
simpler case whereS0(k) is liquidlike, containing no Bragg
peaks at finitek. This may describe, for example, a com
pletely disordered film such as a rubber sheet, or a rando
polymerized liquid membrane. The model defined by E
~8! and ~9! now containstwo kinds of ~mutually uncorre-
lated! disorders in the effective random potentialW(r ,u),
making it difficult to solve systematically. In fact, straigh
forward application of the replica trick to the model~9! im-
mediately leads to difficulties as one has to integrate out
disorders twice.

However, if we simply treatW(r ,u) as aneffectivedisor-
der and examine its moments using Eqs.~2! and~6!, we find
it has zero mean and a variance given by

@W~r ,u!W~r 8,u8!#5DVdD~r2r 8!C0~u2u8!

'DdD~r2r 8!dD~u2u8!, ~12!

with D5DVS0(k→0) for short-range correlated functio
C0(r ).

Note that the form of the correlator~12! is the same as
that of an uncorrelated random potential in the space (r ,u)
PRD1D. It is then tempting to interpret the system~9! as a
D-component, D-dimensional ‘‘directed manifold’’ u(r )
embedded in an effective (D1D)-dimensional random po
tential W(r ,u). The latter is an example of the so-calle
‘‘random manifold’’ problem which is encountered in a wid
variety of context involving quenched randomness.5,13,65,66
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8238 57DINKO CULE AND TERENCE HWA
Properties of the random manifold~RM! have been charac
terized in detail and are briefly summarized here: It is kno
that a d-component RM inD dimension is asymptotically
described by a glass phase at any finite temperatures if

2D.d~22D !. ~13!

Outside this regime, the glass phase is still obtained if
temperature is below a certain critical temperature67 T.0.
Like the randomly pinned CDW, the behavior of the RM
the glass phase can be described by the thermal exponeu
and wandering exponentz. There is an exact exponent ide
tity u5D2212z linking the two exponents for alld andD.
The exponents are known exactly for the special case16 D51
and d51, with z52/3 andu51/3. There are also stron
bounds on the exponents, with (42D)/4<z
<max$(42D)/(41d),(22D)/2%. @Note thatz→0 asD→42,
reflecting the fact thatD54 is the upper critical dimension
of the problem.# Numerically, the exponents for variousd
andD have been determined to good accuracy.16,17 The re-
sults are approximately summarized by the expression

z'
2~42D !

81d
, ~14!

which was motivated by a functional renormalization-gro
consideration.65

What does the random manifold problem have to do w
the problem at hand? Even though the second momen
W(r ,u) is of the same form as that of a (D1D)-dimensional
random potential,W itself, being the product of two
D-dimensional random functions, certainly cannot truly b
short-range correlated (D1D)-dimensional random poten
tial. There must be long-range correlations, the forms
which are revealed by considering higher moments ofW, for
example,W2(r ,u)[W2(r ,u)2@W2#. We find

@W2~r ,u!W2~0,0!#54d2~r !d2~u!12d2~r !12d2~r2u!,
~15!

indicating correlations along the ‘‘directions’’ of constantr
and constantr2u. Such correlations are of course not su
prising given the form ofW(r ,u) in Eq. ~8!. Thus, a more
accurate model of the effective random potential should
clude a superposition of short-range correlated and lo
range correlated random potentials, e.g.,

W~r ,u!5W0~r ,u!1Wa~r !1Wb~r2u! ~16!

with W0(r ,u) being truly a short-ranged
(D1D)-dimensional potential described by the correla
~12!. The random potentialsWa andWb generatedfrom the
higher moments of W have the correlator
@Wi(x)Wj (x8)#;d i j d(x2x8).

Clearly, Wa(r ) has no effect on the behavior of the sy
tem as it does not involveu. Since uuu!ur u(z,1), the u
dependence inWb(r2u) is perturbatively irrelevant, and we
conclude thatWb does not play a significant role either in th
limit of weak disorders. Another way to gain some intuitio
of the correlated potential is through an example inD51. In
Fig. 3, we illustrate the form of the effective random pote
tial ~16! in D51, where the ‘‘random manifold’’ is usually
referred to as a ‘‘directed path’’~directedhorizontally in the
n
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direction r of Fig. 3!, and the correlated potentials are lik
the ‘‘columnar defects’’ encountered in the pinning of flu
lines in high-Tc superconductors.68–71 These columnar de
fects are known to be strongly relevant if oriented in t
direction of the directed path~ther direction in Fig. 3!. How-
ever, they are irrelevant if tilted away by a slope exceedin
finite threshold given by the strength of the disorder. T
correlated potentialsWa andWb are just theD-dimensional
generalization of the ‘‘tilted’’ columnar defects. Their irre
evance can be established more rigorously by extending
example, the analysis of Ref. 69 toD dimensions and will
not be pursued here.

For strong disorders, a large distortion withu;r is ad-
missable by our model defined by Eqs.~9! and ~8!: Such a
distortion would be favorable if the elastic energy cost~per
volume! is more than compensated by the disorder ene
gained. The latter is given by the order of variations inWb
and is finite. Thus, our model can, in principle, display
phase transition to a ‘‘localized phase’’ whereu;r , similar
to what was found by Hatano and Nelson in the context
non-Hermitian quantum mechanics.71 However, the forma-
tion of this localized phase would require different ‘‘beads
of the manifold all to lie with a finite volume of the substrat
This is clearly unphysical and is prevented in practice by a
excluded-volume interaction between the beads.

Based on the above analysis, we conjecture that the lo
ranged correlations inW(r ,u) are irrelevant for arbitrary dis-
order strengths, and the problem of a random elastic med
on a disordered substrate belongs to the same univers
class as that of the random manifold withd5D.72,73 Since
the condition~13! is always satisfied ford5D, we expect
our system to be glassy at all finite temperatures, with
exponents

z'
2~42D !

81D
and u'

D~21D !

81D
~17!

upon adopting the approximate formula~14!.
Our conjecture was presented for the caseD51 previ-

ously in a short communication.50 In Sec. III B below, we
present the results of an extensive numerical study. We
that all universal aspects of theD51 problem measured
including amplitude ratios, agree quantitatively with those

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of the effective random potent
~16! in D51, for a path directed in the horizontalr direction: The
correlated component is shown as two sets of ‘‘columnar defec
pointing along the directionsr 5const andr 2u5const; the uncor-
related component is shown as ‘‘point defects.’’
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57 8239STATIC AND DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF . . .
the 111-dimensional directed path in random media, th
verifying our conjecture forD51. Very recently, Zeng
et al.74 applied the min-cut-max-flow algorithm17,18 to inves-
tigate theD52 version of the model defined by Eqs.~8! and
~9!, but with only one component of the displacement fieldu.
They found an exponent valuez'0.42, which is consisten
with that of the random manifold withd51 and
D52 (z50.4160.01), as expected according to our co
jecture. For a two-dimensional random elastic medium o
two-dimensional substrate, we predict thatz'0.4 andu'0.8
as for a two-component, two-dimensional directed manif
in four-dimensional random medium. An entangled flux-li
array, e.g., a ‘‘polymer glass,’’ may be modeled75 by a two-
component, three-dimensional random elastic system
time scales up to the distanglement timet;eU3 /T, where
U3 is the flux cutting energy estimated to be of the order
10 times the melting temperature.76 The corresponding expo
nents are thus expected to bez'0.2 andu'1.4 in the elastic
regime.

3. Nearly periodic medium

We next turn to the case of a nearly periodic, tethe
system with a low concentration of quenched-in defects. T
could be the case of a rigid vortex array on a thin-film s
perconductor, the defects being frozen-in vacancies
interstitials.53 Since a low density of vacancies/interstitia
does not destroy the crystallinity of the elastic system, Bra
peaks inS0(k) still leads to a CDW-type interaction~11!
when the elastic medium is placed in contact with the dis
dered substrate. However, the presence of quenched-in
cancies and interstitials also gives rise to large-scale den
variations, manifested by a nonzero component ofS0(k
→0), which leads to the effective (D1D)-dimensional ran-
dom potential as described by the correlator~12!. Thus, the
nearly periodic elastic system is subject to both the CD
type and the RM-type disorders. What is the outcome
competition between these two kinds of interactions?
simple power counting reinforces the intuitively obvious r
sult that the RM interaction is relevant in the CDW pha
while the CDW interaction is not relevant in the RM phas
We thereby conclude that even the nearly periodic ela
system belongs to the RM universality class.

Our analysis indicates that any finite concentration
quenched-in defects is sufficient to change the CDW-t
pinning of a perfectly periodic system to the much stron
pinning of the random-manifold universality class. This i
cludes a low concentration of quenched-in interstitials a
vacancies, which by themselves do not destroy the crys
linity of the elastic medium. Such a result may be rath
surprising at a first glance, since the existence of periodi
of an elastic medium is usually associated with the CD
universality class. But this notion is incorrect. What is r
sponsible for the CDW universality class in the pinning o
usual periodic solid is a relabeling symmetry of the under
ing discrete system, e.g., the energy of a configuration
beads described by$Rn% is the same as that described
$Rn1const% ~up to boundary effects!. This relabeling symme-
try is broken77 given a finite concentration of interstitials
vacancies, since different beads are no longer equiva
Thus, asymptotically, the system is controlled by the R
fixed point.
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Lastly, we mention that even if the medium contains
topological defects at all~not even interstitials and vacan
cies!, some quenched-in ‘‘phonon modes’’ may already
sufficient to induce the RM behavior: Let the equilibriu
positions of the beads labeled by (n1 ,n2) be
Rn1 ,n2

5Rn1 ,n2
1wn1 ,n2

, whereRn1 ,n2
denotes the points o

a periodic lattice, andw is the quenched-in phonon mode
characterized by@(w(x)2w(x8))2#5D(x2x8). Then the
correlator of the effective pinning energyW is78

@W~r ,u!W~0,0!#5DVdD~r !(
i

cos~K i•u!e2D~u!/2K i
2
,

where K i ’s are again the reciprocal-lattice vectors. Sin
@W(r ,u)W(0,0)# is short-ranged correlated inu as long as
D(u) diverges for largeuuu ~including logarithmic diver-
gence!, we see that the RM universality class is recover
even for quenched-in phonon fluctuations inD<2.

B. Transfer-matrix studies

We test our predictions by performing numerical stud
of a one-dimensional bead-spring system correspondin
theD51 case of the randomly tethered elastic medium c
sidered above. The one-dimensional system is chosen s
its thermodynamic properties can be obtained in polynom
(N2) time using the transfer-matrix method,15 and also the
thermodynamics of the corresponding (111)-dimensional
problem of a directed path in random media~DPRM! is
known exactly.16 Thus a quantitative comparison can b
made.

We consider the following discretized one-dimension
problem: A chain ofN11 beads~labeled sequentially byn
P@0,N#) is placed on a one-dimensional lattice of unit latti
spacing. Each beadn ~except forn50) is connected to its
nearest neighborn21 by a harmonic spring. All springs
have the same spring constantg, but the equilibrium length
an is an integer drawn randomly from the interval5,15 ~in
units of the lattice spacing!, such that the mean spring leng
is a510. The equilibrium positions of thenth bead is
Rn5(m51

n am if we fix the n50 end of the chain at the
origin. To speed up the numerics, we apply an SOS-l
restriction and allow the springs to be compressed
stretched by at most one lattice unit.~We have verified that
allowing for large excitations does not affect scaling prop
ties of a long chain.! Then the chain configuration is give
by the position of each beadn

r n5Rn1un , ~18!

whereunP$0,61,62, . . . ,6n% is the ‘‘displacement field,’’
with the restriction (un112un)P$0,61%, and the energy of
each spring isg/2(un112un)25$0,6g/2%. Since each chain
configuration is uniquely specified by the set of numb
$un%5(u1 ,u2 , . . . ,uN), we may represent the chain as adi-
rected pathin 111-dimensions, with ‘‘transverse’’ coordi
nate$un%. The mapping is illustrated in Fig. 4. The allowe
bead positions are marked by open circles in Fig. 4~a! and
shifted upwards for clarity. The chain withN11 beads has a
total of 3N different configurations. One of these configur
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tions with $un%5(21,0,1) @as shown in Fig. 4~a!# is repre-
sented by the full line in the directed path representation
Fig. 4~b!.

Next, we specify the energetics of the system. Disorde
the substrate with which the chain is in contact is given
the functionV(r ), drawn independently from a Gaussian d
tribution of zero mean and unit variance for each lattice po
r . The spring constant used isg50.2 such that the typica
‘‘spring energy’’ is 0.1, much smaller than the disorder
‘‘potential energy’’ ;O(1). This choice of parameters fa
cilitates a quick approach to the asymptotic~glassy! regime.
In term of the displacement variableun , the random poten-
tial can be written asWn(un)[V(Rn1un), which depends
explicitly on the two sources of randomness,V(r ) andRn . It
is illustrative to plotWn(u) in the two-dimensional spac
(n,u) @Fig. 5~a!#. For comparison, the case of unifor
springs~with an510 for all n’s! is shown in Fig. 5~b!. We
see that the periodic feature ofW shown in Fig. 5~b! is ran-
domized by the random springs. However, correlations i
slanted direction is still clearly visible in Fig. 5~a! ~cf. Fig.
3!.

The effect of the different potentialW on the directed
path can be illustrated by differences in the morphology

FIG. 4. Longitudinal displacement variation of the beads of
random chain in ~a! is represented as a directed path on
(111)-dimensional lattice in~b!. The equilibrium spring lengths
are a154, a255, and a353. The equilibrium positions
Rn5(m51

n am are indicated in~a! as solid lines. The open circle
indicate the allowed bead positions, given the SOS-like restric
on un .

FIG. 5. Gray-scale plots of potentialWn(u)5V(Rn1u),
Rn5(m51

n am , for a chain withN5100 elements.~a! Random
springs withan uniformly distributed in interval~Refs. 5,15!, and
~b! uniform springs withan510. Lighter shades correspond
larger values ofW.
f

f
y
-
t

a

f

the ‘‘local optimal paths,’’ i.e., the collection of the lowes
energy paths15,16of lengthN, connecting the starting point a
the origin and all possible ending points at (N,u). In Figs.
6~a! and 6~b!, we plot the optimal paths for the realization
of W shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, respectively. The bold
line corresponds to the global optimal path, the lowest
ergy path among all the local optimal paths. Note that
local optimal paths of the system with uniform springs@Fig.
6~b!# are very regularly arranged, with the distance betwe
neighboring branches almost constant and approxima
equal to the equilibrium spring lengtha. On the other hand
the local optimal paths for the random chain are arran
much more irregularly@Fig. 6~a!#. There are, for example
large islands of high-energy regions which the paths avo
similar to what was found previously for the directed path
two-dimensional random potential.15,16 Thus, we can view
these paths configurations as an indication of poss
equivalence between the statistical properties of a rand
chain on one-dimensional random substrate and a dire
path in two-dimensional random medium.

The statistics of the optimal paths have been investiga
in Ref. 50, where we presented numerical results obtai
from the zero-temperaturetransfer-matrix solution of sys
tems withN54096, averaged over 2000 independent reali
tions of V(r ) and $an% pairs. Fluctuations in the end-to-en
displacementuN* and the total energyE* (N) of the global
optimal path $un* % indicate scaling behavior with
@(uN* )2#;@uN* #2;N4/3 and @(EN* )2#2@EN* #2;N2/3, both of
which are characteristic of the 111-dimensional DPRM uni-
versality class.16 Here, we describe extension of the zer
temperature calculations to finite temperatures.

The Boltzmann weightWN(u) for paths connecting thei
origin at (0,0) to their end points at (N,u) can be obtained
recursively according to15,79

Wn11~u!5c0~n,u!Wn~u!

1c1~n,u!$Wn~u21!1Wn~u11!%, ~19!

wherec0(n,u)5eWn(u)/T, c1(n,u)5c0(n,u)e2g/(2T), with
the ‘‘initial condition’’ W0(u)5du,0 . The partition function
Zn is obtained asZn5(uWn(u), and the free energy is
Fn52TlnZn . The thermal averaging of an observab
On(u) is given by

e

n

FIG. 6. Collection of the locally optimal paths for disorder p
tentialW shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. The bold lines represent th
global optimal paths.
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^On&[
(uOn~u!Wn~u!

(uWn~u!
. ~20!

The sample-to-sample free energy fluctuati
(DF)25@FN

2 #2@FN#2 is shown in Fig. 7. The results ar
obtained at temperatureT51.0, from systems withN51024
averaged over 4000 different realizations of randomV(r )
and $an%. It is seen that (DF)2(N) approaches the
asymptotic scaling formN2/3. We also computed the finite
temperature end-to-end displacement fluctuations@^uN

2 &# and
@^uN&2#. As shown in Fig. 8, the approach to the expec
N4/3 behavior is clear. More interestingly, note that the d
order average of the thermal fluctuation itself, i.e., the c
nected second momentduN

2 [@^uN
2 &2^uN&2# in fact scales as

N1 as if randomness is not present. This behavior is expe
of the DPRM due to a statistical tilt symmetry.16,80,81Such a
symmetry is obviously not present in the bare poten
Wn(u) shown in Fig. 5~a!. The scaling law onduN

2 found is
therefore another evidence indicating the irrelevancy of
slanted correlation inWn(u) and the dominance of the 111-
dimensional DPRM behavior.

Our results suggest that the finite-temperature behavio
the system probed is dominated by theT50 fixed point. This
result is not immediately generalizable to allT. Naively, one
might think that at sufficiently highT, such that the therma

FIG. 7. Log-log plot of the sample-to-sample free-energy flu
tuation (DF)2(N) for various chain lengthsN. Thin straight line
shows the predicted asymptotic scaling.

FIG. 8. Log-log plot of the end-to-end displacement fluctuatio
for different chain lengthN, at the temperatureT51. Also shown is
the connected thermal fluctuationduN

2 .
d
-
-

ed

l

e

of

fluctuationduN exceeds the quenched variation inRN , the
effect of random-spring length may be washed out. To inv
tigate the possible existence of a finite-temperature ph
transition, we compute the dimensionless quantity82

gN~T!5@^uN&2#/@^uN
2 &#, ~21!

which vanishes forT→` while g→O(1) for T→0. If there
is a phase transition at some finite temperatureTc , the ex-
pected finite-size scaling in the critical region would
gN(T)5 g̃@N1/n(T2Tc)#, wheren is the correlation length
exponent. Therefore, the curves ofg(T) for different N’s
should all intersect each other atTc if a finite-temperature
transition exists. The numerical data forgN(T) in the tem-
perature rangeT50.1 to 3.0, for system sizes fromN54 to
N5128 are shown in Fig. 9. No indication of curve crossi
at T.0 is found. In fact, the high-temperature behavior
gN(T) approaches 1/T2 similar to that of the
(111)-dimensional DPRM which has no finite-temperatu
phase transition.82 We therefore conclude that in the therm
dynamic limit N→`, there is no finite-temperature phas
transition, and the large scale behavior of the random ch
is always described by the zero-temperature~glassy! system.

We have also calculated the full free-energy probabi
distributionP for different lengthsN. Figure 10 shows data
collapse ofPN(dF) for N532 to N51024, collected from

-

s

FIG. 9. Log-log plot ofgN(T) as a function of temperature
averaged over 105 different realizations of disorder. The high
temperature behavior approaches 1/T2, which is expected of the
111-dimensional DPRM.

FIG. 10. Probability distribution for the free energy, plotted f

the rescaled variable,dF5(F2@F#̄)/DF(N), at T51.0 for system
sizes ranging fromN532 to N51024. Data were collected from
4096 samples.
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4096 samples, withdF[(F2@F#̄)/DF(N) being the di-
mensionless measure of free-energy variation. The distr
tion is asymmetric. The skewnessg3 and kurtosisg4 of this
distribution are plotted in Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!, respectively,
for different N’s. Both g3 andg4 are found to approach th
corresponding universal numbers~dashed lines! known for
the ~111!-dimensional DPRM:82 g3520.29660.028,
g453.16.

Putting together all the numerical results presented in
section, we see strong evidence supporting our expecta
that the thermodynamics of a random chain on the disorde
substrate and the~111!-dimensional DPRM indeed belon
to the same universality class.

IV. DRIVEN DYNAMICS

A. Theoretical considerations

1. Driven CDW and random manifolds

The zero-temperature driven dynamics of the tethe
system is of interest to the study of tribology and to und
standing the nonequilibrium dynamics of vortices. From
correspondence between thethermodynamicproperties of the
randomly-tethered elastic system and the CDW/RM syste
it is tempting to conjecture that the correspondence pers
also for the dynamical properties. Before we provide e
dence in support of this generalization, let us first review
known dynamics of the driven CDW/RM systems.

Consider first the simplest zero-temperature driven
namics of the randomly pinned~one-component! CDW in D
dimension,3,4 given by the equation of motion

FIG. 11. Skewnessg3 and kurtosisg4 of the free-energy distri-
bution for different chain lengthsN. Dashed lines are the corre
sponding values for the (111)-dimensional DPRM:g3'20.296
andg4'3.16.
u-
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m0
21] tu~r ,t !52

d

du
HCDW$u%1F, ~22!

wherem0 is a bare frictional coefficient, andF is the driving
force. For F below some threshold forceFc , the average
velocity v[^] tu& is zero.@Here,^•••& denotes temporal and
spatial average.# Upon approaching the threshold from b
low, the dynamics~e.g., response to perturbation! becomes
very ‘‘jerky.’’ It is consisted of a series of ‘‘avalanches,
whose~linear! size l obeys a power-law distribution48

Pr~ l .s!5s2kr̂~s/j!. ~23!

In Eq. ~23!, j is the correlation length of the system,r̂(x) is
a scaling function which is constant forx!1 and drops off
sharply for x@1. The correlation length diverges a
j;(Fc2F)2n asF→Fc

2 . The motion becomes continuou
for F.Fc due to overlapping avalanches. There the interfa
acquires a finite velocity withv;(F2Fc)

b, similar to the
emergence of the order parameter in a critical phenomen
These exponents have been computed by a functio
renormalization-group~FRG! analysis4 to first order in
e542D, with n51/2 andb512e/6. The one-loop FRG
results are found to be consistent with extensive numer
simulations of the driven CDW in various spati
dimensions.22–24 For example, Myers and Sethna24 find the
one-dimensional driven CDW (e53) to haven'0.460.1
andb'0.4560.05.

Similar depinning phenomenon1 is obtained for the zero-
temperature driven dynamics of thed-component random
manifold u(r …, whose equation of motion is

m0
21] tu~r ,t !52

d

du
HRM$u%1F, ~24!

whereHRM refers the random manifold Hamiltonian~9! with
a truly random (d1D)-dimensional potentialW, and F is
again the driving force. A continuous depinning transiti
occurs at a critical forceuFu5Fc , where the system exhibit
avalanches with power-law distribution as in Eq.~23!. In the
vicinity of the critical point, the exponentsn and b can be
defined as before.@Here, b is the exponent describing th
onset of the parallel component of the velocity,v[^] tu&•F̂.#
As the driving forceF breaks the isotropy of the system, it
convenient21 to divide the displacementu into components
parallel and perpendicular toF, with ui[u•F̂ and
u'[u2uiF̂. The depinning transition can then be unde
stood in terms of the critical fluctuations inui andu' , given
by the correlation functions

^@ui~r ,t !2ui~0,0!#2&5ur u2x i ĝi~ utu/ur uzi!, ~25!

^@u'~r ,t !2u'~0,0!#2&5ur u2x'ĝ'~ utu/ur uz'!, ~26!

at uFu5Fc . They are characterized by their respective roug
ness exponentx i ,' and dynamic exponentzi ,' , from which
all other exponents can be obtained.1 For example,
n51/(22x i), b5n(zi2x i) and k5D221x i .83 It was
shown by Ertas and Kardar21 that the scaling properties ofui
are the same as those of the one-component system~RM
with d51) which has been solved by the FRG method,19,20
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with x i5e/3 and zi5222e/9 to first order ine542D.
Ertas and Kardar also found21 x'5x i2D/2 and
z'5zi1n21.

Numerically, one finds for the one-dimensional interfa
in ~111!-dimensions26 ~i.e, d5D51 or e53) that
x'0.9760.05, n'1.0560.1, andb'0.2460.1. For the
two-dimensional interface in three-dimensions84 (d51 and
e52), the exponents arex'0.6760.03 andn'0.7560.05.
These results are all consistent with the one-loop F
predictions.19,20 In addition, a different exponent is found fo
the finite-size scaling of the roughness,27 with

^@u~L,t !2u~0,t !#2&;L2xFS,

with xFS'1.25 inD51.

2. Driven tethered network

We now return to the randomly tethered elastic netw
defined in Sec. II, and study its motion in the presence o
uniform driving forceF parallel to the substrate. We sta
with the deterministic and purely dissipative dynamics of
discrete bead-spring system. The equation of motion,
terms of the displacement vectoru(Rn) for the beadn, has
the form

m0
21] tu~Rn ,t !52(

$n8%

G21~Rn2Rn8!•u~Rn8,t !

2
d

du
V@Rn1u~Rn ,t !#1F, ~27!

where the kernelG21 describes the spring forces exerted
all the beads$n8% connected with the beadn.

As we will show in Sec. IV B, the behavior of this teth
ered network is very similar to that of the driven CDW a
RM just described: At small driving forces the system
completely pinned by the random potential. As the force
creases above some threshold valueFc , the system starts to
move with a nonzero average velocity,v;(F2Fc)

b. The
behavior near the depinning transition is characterized b
diverging correlation lengthj@a as in usual critical phe-
nomena.

To study the depinning phenomenon, it is useful tocoarse
grain the equation of motion for the discrete system~27!.
The procedure is described in Appendix A for a 2D syste
In term of the coarse-grained displacement fieldu, the equa-
tion of motion becomes

m0
21] tu~r ,t !5~12“•u! f̃ ~r ,$u%!1fpin~r ,u!, ~28!

where

f̃ ~r ,$u%!52E
r8
G21~r2r 8!•u~r 8,t !2“V,~r !1F

~29!

results from the straightforward coarse graining of the rig
hand side of Eq.~27!, with V,(r ) being the slowly varying
part of the substrate potentialV(r ). Since the beads in th
tethered systems are connected only to other beads in
vicinities, the kernelG21 is local. Its Fourier transform read
in component form
G

k
a

e
in

-

a

.

-

eir

Ĝi j
21~k!5c66d i j k

21~c112c66!kikj , ~30!

where we have again neglected the spatial variations in
elastic moduli. Finally, theu-dependent pinning force in Eq
~28! is

fpin~r ,u!52“V.~r !•dr0~r2u!/ r̄, ~31!

where V.(r ) are the Fourier modes ofV(r ) close to the
inverse bead spacing.

For the system with uniform springs, density variation
given by Eq.~10!. The equations of motion~28!–~31! are
then similar to the ones describing the randomly pinnedD
component! CDW. This is expected given the thermod
namic properties described in Sec. III. Compared to
‘‘usual’’ equation of motion for the driven CDW,
m0

21] tu52dHCDW/du1F, Eqs. ~28!–~31! contain addi-

tional terms such as“V and (“•u) f̃ . These terms have
recently been introduced on phenomenological grounds.85,86

Here we find that they can be obtained systematically87 from
a coarse-graining procedure~Appendix A!. What effects do
these additional terms have in the vicinity of the depinni
transition? The term“V is u independent and hence doe
not provide pinning.88 The term proportional to (“•u) is
dynamic in origin. Kinetically generated terms of this kin
including other terms with higher powers in (“•u), can
drastically affect the behavior of the system in the limit
strong drive wheref̃ is large. However, they are irrelevant i
the vicinity of the depinning transition where] tu, f̃→0.89

The introduction of random springs destroys periodic
in dr0 and one must describe the random pinning fo
fpin(r ,u) statistically through the correlation functionC0 as
done in the equilibrium case. We find

@ f pin,i~r ,u! f pin,j~0,0!#5
DV

r̄2 S 2p

a D 2

d i j d~r !C0~u!

'
DV

r̄2
d~r !] i] jC0~u!, ~32!

which is short-range correlated in bothr and u for short-
ranged correlateddr0. As in the static case analyzed in Se
III, higher moments offpin are long-range correlated but ir
relevant. The critical dynamics with short-ranged pinni
forces is then in the universality class of the driven RM.20 In
fact, the pinning force appears as if generated directly fr
the effective potentialW(r ,u), i.e., fpin'2dW(r ,u)/du. We
thus conjecture that the critical depinning dynamics of
D-dimensional randomly tethered elastic network on the d
ordered substrate is in the same universality class as thD
component, D-dimensional directed manifold in
(D1D)-dimensional random medium.91

B. Numerical simulations

In this section, we report detailed numerical simulation
the critical dynamics of the driven one-dimensional bea
spring system whose equilibrium properties were descri
in Sec. III B. The zero-temperature response of the rand
chain to an external driving force is obtained by a dire
numerical integration of the overdamped equation of moti
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] tr n~ t !5g@r n11~ t !22r n~ t !1r n21~ t !2~an112an!#

2V8~r n!1F, ~33!

wherer n is the position of thenth bead,an is the equilibrium
length of thenth spring andV852dV/dr. Expressed in
term of the displacement fieldun(t)5r n(t)2Rn , where
Rn5(m51

n am , Eq. ~33! is just the one-dimensional versio
of Eq. ~27!. ~The bare frictional coefficientm0 is set to unity
here.! We integrate Eq.~33! in the simple Eulerian manne
by discretizing time. The positionsr n’s are kept as continu
ous variables. The random potentialV(r ) is constructed by a
series of~quadratic! bumps and valleys, centered on a latti
with unit spacing, i.e., atj 5$0,61,62, . . .%. The range of
each bump/valley isR0<1/2, and the amplitudeVj of the
bump/valley centered at sitej is drawnly randomly from the
interval @21,1#. Thus,

V~r !5(
j

Vj

2
@~r 2 j !22R0

2#Q~R02ur 2 j u!. ~34!

Since in Eq.~33! there is no term which forbids loca
crossings among the chain elements, in the evolution ofr n(t)
we explicitly put additional restriction eliminating suc
moves, so thatr n11>r n always holds. This speeds up th
dynamics and does not affect the asymptotic scaling beh
ior as we verified. The simulations were run on differe
system sizes withg50.1, R051/2, and spring lengths
$an% chosen randomly from the interval.5,15 Various time
step sizes were used, ranging fromDt50.5 toDt50.01. For
all the results reported, we always checked that twice sma
Dt does not lead to significant differences. Open ch
boundary conditions were imposed by introducing tw
fictitious beads, with r 21(t)[r 0(t)2a0, and r N11(t)
[r N(t)1aN11 supplementing Eq.~33!. As initial condi-
tions, we take each spring to be either compressed
stretched, within 50% of its equilibrium length. The chain
then released in the random environment described by
~33! and ~34!. Each bead is pulled by a constant forceF
which is the only parameter we vary.

By applying a strong enough force, the system starts
move with a velocity which after some initial fluctuation
reaches its stationary value

v~F ![
1

N (
n51

N

@^] tr n& #̄. ~35!

Here ^•••& represents averaging over long time, which
very much needed in the vicinity of the depinning transiti
where the chain motion becomes very jerky as we illustr
below: In Fig. 12, we show the bead trajectoriesr n(t) for a
chain withN516 beads. For clarity, only the trajectories
beads with indicesn50,4,8,12,16 are shown. The drivin
force isF50.2 in Fig. 12~a!. After some initial movements
all the trajectories become independent of time, indicat
that the chain is pinned to one of its metastable states. In
12~b! the same chain is driven by a stronger force,F50.29.
The dynamics is characterized by jerky, nonuniform moti
In the time interval monitored, the chain moved very slow
over a distance of the order of its length. Increasing the fo
further, the trajectories become smooth again and are l
v-
t

er
n

or

s.

to

e

g
ig.

.

e
le

affected by disorder. Figure 12~c! shows an example with
F50.4. The beads march forward with a finite veloci
which is given by the slopes of the trajectories. By meas
ing the average slopes for differentF ’s, we determine the
velocity-force characteristicsv(F).

Numerical results forv(F) are shown in Fig. 13 for sys
tems of sizeN51024. Depending on the value ofF, the time
averages were taken over the intervals of 105 to 107 steps.
Further disorder average was performed over 10–50 dif
ent realizations of$Vj% and $an%. ~For F far exceedingFc ,
there is no need for large number of samples.! The data
clearly indicated a sharp rise inv at a threshold force of
Fc'0.289. In the inset of Fig. 13, we plotv against the
reduced driving forcedF[(F2Fc)/Fc on log-log scale.
This yields the expected scaling form,v;(dF)b, with
b'0.25. For comparison, we also show the correspond
v2F characteristics for the case of uniform springs~with
an510) in Fig. 14. We again find critical depinning beha
ior, with Fc'0.275 andb.0.41.

Figures 13 and 14 clearly show the difference between
uniform and random spring systems. In the case of unifo
springs, our estimate for exponentb is comparable with the
result b50.4560.05 obtained by Myers and Sethna24 in
their simulations of a one-dimensional automation model
lieved to be in the CDW universality class; it is also cons
tent with the FRG result4 for the 1D CDW (b51/2) de-

FIG. 12. Trajectories of a system ofN516 beads for three char
acteristic driving forcesF. Size of time step isDt50.01.
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scribed in Sec. IV A. For the random chain, our value ofb is
close to the one obtained in numerical studies of the dyn
ics of a directed elastic string in two-dimensional rando
media,26 which finds b50.2460.1 for strong pinning and
b50.3460.1 for weak pinning.

Next, we characterize fluctuations in the bead configu
tions in the vicinity of the critical point. Positional fluctua
tions implicit in Figs. 12 can be visualized more directly b
plotting the displacement fieldun(t)5r n(t)2Rn . In Fig. 15,
we show the typical response of the random chain w
N51024 beads to the applied force in the three regim
below/at/above the depinning transition, all with the sa
realization of disorders. ForF,Fc @Fig. 15~a!#, all beads
stop to move after some transient motion characterized
small, local rearrangements. ForF'Fc , the motion of the
system is highly nonuniform as shown in Fig. 15~b!. ~Here,
the lines plotted are the displacement profiles
t50,1000, . . . ,5000 withDt50.01.! The profile advances in
a very jerky fashion reminiscent of avalanches observed
models of sandpiles and earthquakes.44,46 Note that these
avalanches have sizes comparable to the system size, m

FIG. 13. Average velocityv as a function of the forceF exerted
on the random-spring chain. Dotted line is the best fit to the fo
v5v0(F2Fc)

b where constantsv0, Fc , andb are fitting param-
eters. Inset shows a log-log plot ofv vs the reduced force
dF5(F2Fc)/Fc ; straight line indicates the suggested scaling
havior.

FIG. 14. Thev2F characteristics for auniform spring chain.
Dotted and straight lines are the best-fit curves analogous to
ones shown in Fig. 13.
-
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e
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the displacement profiles much ‘‘rougher’’ than the on
shown in Fig. 15~a!. For F.Fc , the avalanchesoverlap
each other and the displacement profile cannot stop mo
as they did in the previous cases.92 Figure 15~c! shows the
system evolution when the driving force is much larger th
Fc . @The chain positions are plotted at a time interval
t51000 as in Fig. 15~b!.# Since this time interval much ex
ceeds the avalanche overlap time, individual avalanches
not discernible at this scale, and the system advan
smoothly with a reduced roughness@governed by the Kardar
Parisi-Zhang~KPZ! equation94#.

We now characterize the roughness of the displacem
profile quantitatively close to the critical point. We monito
the disorder-averaged equal-time correlation function,

C~n,N!5
1

N(
m

@~r m1n~ t !2r m~ t !2na!2#. ~36!

Systems withN58 –256 beads were examined right at t
threshold forcesFc . Simulations were run until the system
become ‘‘barely pinned,’’ defined operationally as the po
where v,1023. Disorder averages were performed ov
5000 samples for the smallerN’s and 100 samples for the
largestN.

-

he

FIG. 15. Temporal evolution of the displacement profile for t
random chain ofN51024 beads at different driving forcesF. The
lines plotted are displacement profiles att50,1000, . . . ,5000, with
a time step ofDt50.01.
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Numerical results forC(n,N) are shown in Fig. 16 for the
random chain. Because of the SOS-like restriction we
posed on the local dynamics,C1/2(n,N) can at most be linea
in n as discussed in Ref. 27. This upper bound is reache
all the curves shown in the figure. ThusC1/2(n,N);nx, with
x'1. However, the data obviously contain additional dep
dence on the system sizeN and suggest the form
C1/2(n,N)5n•NxFS, where xFS is the finite-size exponent
To obtain this exponent, we compute an effective expon
xFS(N) defined as27

xFS~N52i !5
1

i 21 (
j 52

i

ln2S C1/2~2 j ,N!

C1/2~2 j 21,N/2!
D . ~37!

The result is shown in the inset of Fig. 16. We seexFS(N)
stabilize forN.100, yieldingxFS51.2260.01 for the ran-
dom chain. The same calculations findsxFS51.4660.01 for
the uniform spring chain~Fig. 17!.

The obtained value forxFS in the case of uniform chain is
in good agreement with the FRG result4 which found
xFS5(42D1hs)/2, with hs50 to one-loop order. It is also
consistent with the numerical result ofxFS51.360.3 found
in Ref. 23. The result for the random chain is also very clo
to the one reported in Ref. 27 for the simulation of a driv

FIG. 16. Correlation functions for random-spring chains of s
N. The straight line showsC(n,N);unu1. The inset shows the ef
fective finite-size roughness exponentxFS(N), defined by Eq.~37!.
The dotted line is the suggested asymptotic value of the expon

FIG. 17. Correlation functions for the uniform chains, plotted
the same way as Fig. 16.
-

by

-

nt

e

elastic string with random-field or random-bond disord
(xFS.1.25), and to the ones obtained from the simulatio
of related models of interface depinning (xFS51.2360.02 in
Ref. 95, andxFS51.260.1 in Ref. 96!. Combining the re-
sults on the two independent exponentsb and x, we find
strong evidence supporting our expectation that the crit
depinning dynamics of the driven random chain is in t
same universality class as the driven elastic string
(111)-dimensional random medium. This is theD51 case
of our more general conjecture concerning the critical d
namics of theD-dimensional randomly tethered elastic ne
work. Numerical studies of the dynamics of the tw
dimensional system is already underway.74

V. BULK-MEDIATED ELASTICITY

So far we have studied the properties of the random
tethered elastic network which iscompletelyin contact with
a disordered substrate. In many situations however, the e
tic medium interacts with the substrate only at one of
surfaces. This is, for example, the case of friction betwee
thick piece of rubber and a piece of sandpaper. Similar m
els have been used to describe aspects of ‘‘tectonic pla
movement along an earthquake fault zone~See Fig. 18!.
Here we extend the model of Sec. IV to include bul
mediated nonlocal elasticity, and study the driven dynam
of such systems.

We shall focus on the (111)-dimensional caricature o
the problem depicted in Fig. 19. We consider a tw
dimensional random bead-spring network~of sizeLx3Lz) in
contact with a one-dimensional disordered~and impen-
etrable! substrateV(x) located atz50 ~see Fig. 19!. We

nt.

FIG. 18. Picture illustrating two ‘‘tectonic plates’’ sliding pas
each other along a ‘‘fault zone.’’

FIG. 19. A 2D bead-spring system of thicknessLz on disordered
one-dimensional substrate.
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wish to study the dynamics generated by a driving fo
applied to the upper (z5Lz) surface. For simplicity, we as
sume there is a sufficiently large loading force2FNẑ which
keeps the elastic network in contact with the substra
thereby allowing us to suppress thez degrees of freedom in
the displacement vectorsu.

Let the x component ofu(Rn) at the upper and lowe
boundaries of the array bew0(n) and w1(n), respectively.
Consider first the homogeneous elastic medium. The eq
tions of motion for thew’s are then

m0
21] tw05(

n8
$2G21~n2n8,0!w0~n8,t !2G21

3~n2n8,Lz!w1~n8,t !%2V8@n•a1w0~n,t !# ,

~38!

m1
21] tw15(

n8
$2G21~n2n8,0!w1~n8,t !

2G21~n2n8,Lz!w0~n8,t !%1F, ~39!

where m i ’s are the microscopic frictional coefficients, an
the G(n,z)’s are the Green’s functions whose Fourier tran
forms are given in Appendix B. We assume that the up
surfacew1 relaxes very quickly such that the nontrivial d
namics is dominated by the behavior of the lower surfacew0,
due to its contact with the substrate. Setting] tw150 and
solving Eq.~39!, we obtain a closed equation of motion fo
w0:

m0] tw05(
n8

J~n2n8!w0~n8,t !2V8@n•a1w0~n,t !#1F,

~40!

where the kernelJ(n) is given in term of its Fourier trans
form

Ĵ~k!522gLzY (
n52`

`
1

k21pn
2

, pn5npLz ~41!

'H 22guku for ukuLz@1

22gLzk
2 for ukuLz!1,

~42!

as detailed in Appendix B. Thus, the familiar form of bul
mediated elasticity,Ĵ(k);2uku is recovered in the limit of
largeLz , while for smallLz , the problem is effectively one
dimensional in the limit of smallk.

Randomness in the elastic medium can be readily inc
porated into the dynamics. Since the ground-state config
tion of the beads areunfrustrated, the effect of random
spring lengths can be shifted away completely upon us
the displacement fieldu(Rn) defined with respect to the
equilibrium positionRn5(xn ,zn) of the beads in the random
system@without the external potentialV(x)#. Using w0(n)
5u0(n)1xn2n•a in Eq. ~40!, whereu0(n)5u(xn ,zn50),
we obtain finally the full equation of motion

m0
21] tu05(

n8
J~n2n8!u0~n8,t !2V8@xn1u0~n,t !#1F.

~43!
e

e,

a-

-
r

r-
a-

g

The coarse-grained dynamics generated by the disc
system~43! with the kernel~41! can be derived as before
The resultant equation of motion is

m0
21] tu0~x,t !5E

x8
J~x2x8!u0~x8,t !2V8~x!

1 f pin~x,u0!1F, ~44!

where the pinning force is f pin(x,u0)
5V.8(x)dr0(x2u0 ,z50), with dr0(x,z) being the density
variation of the relaxed bead-spring system as described
fore, yielding

@ f pin~x,u0! f pin~0,0!#'Dd~x!d~u0!, ~45!

for a variety of randomly tethered networks.
Equation ~44! with the disorder correlator~45! is very

similar to the equation of motion of acontact linewhich
controls the spreading of a nonwetting liquid on a disorde
solid surface.97 As shown by Joanny and de Gennes,98 a
contact line is governed by nonlocal elasticity of the for
~42!, reflecting the energetics of distorting the underlyi
liquid/gas interface. The driven dynamics of the contact l
has been investigated by Ertas and Kardar99 using the FRG
method. A depinning transition similar to that of the drive
RM was found. Upon generalizing the substrate toD dimen-
sions, an expansion about the upper critical dimensionD52
yields the exponent valuesx5e/3 and z5122e/9 to first
order ine522D. Other exponents can be obtained from t
exponent relationsn51/(12x), b5(z2x)/(12x), and
k5D211x. Thus the contact line problem (e51) is de-
scribed by the exponentsn'3/2, b'7/9, andx'1/3. Our
problem of course differs from that of the contact line aga
by the long-range correlations in higher moments of the p
ning force f (x,u0). However, as in the case of the rando
spring with local elasticity, we do not expect these high
moments to change the universality class of the depinn
dynamics.

To test this conjecture, we performed numerical integ
tion of the discrete equation of motion~43!, with the effec-
tive kernelĴ precomputed using Eq.~41!, with Lx5128 and
Lz54096. ~Similar results were obtained when we direct
used the kernelĴ522guku.! The parameters describing th
springs and the random potentialV were the same as th
ones used in Sec. IV B. The data for the velocity-force ch
acteristic ~shown in Fig. 20! were obtained by averagin
over 15 independent samples, while the spatial correla
function ofu0(n) at F5Fc ~Fig. 21! was averaged over 10
samples. From the numerical data, we find the expone
b'0.66 andx'0.25, which are consistent with the approx
mate FRG results for the contact line. Thus the corresp
dence between the critical dynamics of the random-spr
chain and that of the directed path appears to hold even
nonlocal elasticity.100

We have so far discussed only the critical dynamics of
elastic medium driven at a constant force. Another way
system may be driven is by a constant velocity imposed
the upper boundary. Such situations are of interest to
study of earthquakes,42 as they model tectonic plate motio
along a fault. The well-known Burridge-Knopoff model35 is
of this class.
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8248 57DINKO CULE AND TERENCE HWA
To consider the effect of a constant-v drive, we return
first to the linear bead-spring chain described in Sec. IV
We drive the chain by connecting each beadn to a reference
point Rn* via a weak loading spring of spring constanta. The
spacing of the reference points are chosen such that whe
beads are in the relaxed state~i.e., without the external po
tential V), the loading springs are unstretched. Th
Rn* 5Rn5(m51

n am wheream’s are the lengths of the spring
connecting the beads. The reference points are then s
motion, with Rn* (t)5Rn1vt. This motion forces the bead
spring chain to move, at thesamevelocity v, via the action
of the loading springs~see Fig. 22!.

The equation of motion for the beads is

] tr n5g@r n1122r n1r n212~an112an!#2a@r n2Rn* ~ t !#

2V8~r n!,

where r n(t) is the position of the beadn. In term of the
displacement fieldun(t)5r n(t)2Rn* (t)1ū, (ū is the
mean lag distance as shown in Fig. 22!, the equation of
motion becomes

FIG. 20. The velocity-force characteristics in the vicinity of th
depinning threshold, for the 111-dimensional system of siz
12834096. The log-log plot is shown in the inset. The slope of
straight line givesb50.66.

FIG. 21. Roughness of the displacement field at the thresh
Fc50.1910. The full line givesx50.25. The statistical uncertain
ties are smaller than the symbol size.
.

the

,

to

] tun5g@un1122un1un21#2aun2v1aū

2V8~Rn1vt1un~ t !2ū!. ~46!

It is instructive to compare Eq.~46! with Eq. ~33! evaluated
in the moving framer n(t)5Rn1vt1un(t):

] tun5g@un1122un1un21#2v2V8@Rn1vt1un~ t !#1F.
~47!

We find the systems described by Eqs.~46! and ~47! to be
statistically the same, up to the damping term2aun , if we
identify aū in Eq. ~46! with the driving forceF. @The ran-
dom forcesV8(x) andV8(x2ū) clearly have the same sta
tistics.# The knowledge that Eq.~47! exhibits a depinning
transition with v}(F2Fc)

b and a diverging correlation
length j;(F2Fc)

2n immediately lead us to conclude tha
large fluctuations also occur in the system with constanv
drive asv→0, with j;v2n/b and ū→Fc /a. However, true
critical behavior is prevented by the linear damping te
2aun in Eq. ~46!. The correlation length saturates
j* ;(g/a)1/2.

We now turn to the system depicted in Fig. 19, with t
upper (z5Lz) boundary set to constant velocity. Mathema
cally, the situation is described by Eq.~38!, with
w1(n,t)5vt. The explicit form of the dynamics is readil
obtained from the knowledge ofG21 ~see Appendix B!; we
find the following equation of motion:

] tu0~n,t !5(
n8

J~n2n8!u0~n8,t !2aL~u02vt !

2V8@xn1u0~n,t !#, ~48!

where the kernelJ(n) is approximately the same as th
describing the constant-f dynamics in Eq.~43!, and the
damping coefficient isaL'g/(pLz). In the moving frame
u0→u01vt2ū, Eq. ~48! has the same form as Eq.~46! ex-
cept for the nonlocal elasticity couplingJ. Thus, we expect
similar ‘‘near-critical’’ behavior for the system~48! as v
→0, with a diverging correlation lengthj;v2n/b which
saturates atj* '(g/aL)1/s. The value of the exponents
depends on which regime ofJ the system is in at the scal
j* ; see Eq.~42!. We haves52 if Lz /j* !1 ands51 if
Lz /j* @1. Given the expression foraL(Lz), we find s51.
Thus, j* ;Lz becomes very large and the system is ve

ld

FIG. 22. A one-dimensional random-spring chain pulled by
constant velocity drive via a set of loading springs of spring co

stanta. The mean lag distance isū.
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57 8249STATIC AND DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF . . .
nearly critical asv→0. ~Note that the lag distanceū also
becomes very large.! Zero-temperature driven dynamics wi
v→0 studied here is an example of ‘‘extremal dynamic
studied extensively in the context of self-organized criti
phenomena.56 The relation between self-organized criticali
and dynamic critical phenomena has been discussed in
ous contexts.44,45,48,51,52Within our model spring-bead sys
tem, we see that the equivalence between these two cla
of phenomena can be explicitly established.

We finish this section with a discussion of th
(D11)-dimensional generalization of the system depicted
Fig. 19. Our analysis leads us to anticipate strongly that s
a system is equivalent to theD-component,D-dimensional
driven manifold in (D1D)-dimensional random media, wit
a nonlocal elasticity kernel~42!. In particular, theD52 case
is analogous to the sliding slabs of elastic media~Fig. 18!.
SinceD52 is the critical dimension for problems with bulk
mediated elasticity, the critical exponents at the depinn
transition are known exactly,1 e.g., x5O(ln), n51, and
b51. From these and the exponent relations given abo
one finds the exponent describing the avalanches at the o
of motion to bek51. Recently, the avalanche distribution
a related earthquake model was investigated.51 In the study
of earthquakes, one monitors the distribution of the ‘‘m
ment’’ M[*dDx Du(x), whereDu(x) is the total displace-
ment at locationx during an avalanche. Sincex50 in
D52, M;l 2 wherel is the linear size of the avalanch
assuming that the avalanche clusters arecompactup to loga-
rithmic correction. From Eq.~23!, it follows101 that the prob-
ability Pr(M ) of finding an earthquake with moment excee
ing M is Pr(M );M 2Br̂(M /j2) at the critical point, with
B5k/251/2. The model of Ref. 51 uses constant-v drive
with v→0. Thus,j5j* ;Lz . The numerical result on the
moment distribution is consistent with the RM analogy,
has been pointed out in Ref. 51.

VI. SUMMARY

We have presented a detailed study of the static and
namic properties of an elastic medium interacting with a d
ordered substrate. The behavior depends crucially on
equilibrium density distribution of the elastic medium in th
relaxed state. The interaction of a perfectly homogene
medium with the substrate belongs to the CDW universa
class as has already been discussed in the literature.
somewhat surprising result of this study is that a slig
amount ofquenched-ininhomogeneities of the elastic me
dium, even with only interstitials/vacancies or phonons,
sufficient to change the universality class. Instead of
CDW, a D-dimensional inhomogeneous medium
D-dimensional disordered substrate belongs to the unive
ity class of aD-dimensional homogeneous manifold embe
ded in an effective (D1D)-dimensional random medium
This is a consequence of the fact that quenched-in den
variation breaks the translational symmetry of the elastic m
dium, such that the dense/dilute parts of the medium pre
entially stick to the attractive/repulsive parts of the substra
We verified this numerically for a one-dimensional rando
bead-spring system: The finite-temperature static behav
of the random chain are found to be indistinguishable fr
’
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those of the directed path in (111)-dimensional random
medium. The zero-temperature driven dynamics exhibit
depinning transition, the critical properties of which are a
indistinguishable from those of the driven elastic string
111-dimensional random medium. The equivalence is fou
to hold also for elastic media with nonlocal~bulk-mediated!
elasticity, making our model system and results relevan
tribology problems. Finally, a slow-velocity drive is show
to be equivalent to a constant-force drive close to the de
ning transition, demonstrating explicitly that self-organiz
critical phenomenon obtained from certain extremal dyna
ics may be viewed as a dynamic critical phenomenon.

Although we formulated the interaction of the elastic m
dium with the substrate in terms of the energetics of den
variations, the underlying physics governing the interact
is much more general. The situation being studied here
really one ofpattern matching, i.e., matching of quenched-in
fluctuations between two different elastic media. This co
occur as well in the form of roughness matching, say,
matching of two rough surfaces in contact, or seque
matching, as in the hybridization of two heterogeneous DN
sequences. By viewing interacting random systems as ef
tive homogeneoussystems embedded in higher spatial d
mension with external randomness, it is possible to simp
and resolve a large class of interesting problems. These
clude for example the reptation of heteropolymers in a d
ordered gel matrix,54 where ‘‘pattern matching’’ of the poly-
mer composition with its reptation tube leads to anomalou
slow dynamics, and the preferential adsorption of h
eropolymers on surfaces coated with specific chem
patterns.102 We hope that this work will stimulate furthe
progress in understanding the physics of interacting rand
systems.

Note added:After the submission of this manuscript, w
became aware of recent works by Samokhin,103 who consid-
ered theoretically the case of an amorphous manifold~with
local elastcity! on random substrates. Conjecture on the p
turbative irrelevancy of long-range correlated effective ra
dom potential was asserted based on a replica calculatio
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APPENDIX A: COARSE-GRAINED DYNAMICS

In this appendix we derive the coarse-grained equation
motion ~28! @with the definitions~29!–~31!#, starting from
the discrete model of the inhomogeneous elastic netw
driven by a constant force. For simplicity, we shall descr
only the caseD52, and furthermore exclude all quenched-
topological defects including interstitials and vacancies.
homogeneities in the medium are described by small de
tion wn1 ,n2

of the equilibrium positions of the beads from

perfect lattice,Rn1 ,n2
5n1a11n2a2, where theai ’s are the
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8250 57DINKO CULE AND TERENCE HWA
lattice vectors. Foruwu!uau, we can usen[(n1 ,n2) to label
the beads.

We start with thecoarse-graineddensity field,

r̃ ~r ,t !5
1

L2EL
d2r 8r~r1r 8!, ~A1!

where

r~r !5(
n

d„r2r n~ t !… ~A2!

is the microscopic density field,r n(t) gives the actual posi
tion of the beadn, andL is the coarse-graining scale, of th
order of severaluau ’s. In Sec. II, we showed that in terms o
the displacement fieldu(r ),

r~r !'r̄~12“•u!1dr0„r2u~r !…, ~A3!

wherer̄51/ua13a2u is the average bead density, anddr0(x)
describes the equilibrium density variations. For the spec
2D model considered here

dr0~x!;r̄(
j

cos@K j•„x1w~x!…#, ~A4!

with K j being the reciprocal lattice vectors. Sincedr0(x)
fluctuates predominantly at the scaleuau ’s, it does not survive
the coarse graining, and we have

r̃ 'r̄~12“•u! ~A5!

to leading order in (“•u).
The equation of motion foru can now be obtained from

the evolution ofr, which is given by the continuity equatio

] t r̃ ~r ,t !1“• j̃ ~r ,t !50, ~A6!

where j̃ is the coarse-grained ‘‘current,’’ given by

j̃ ~r ,t !5
1

L2EL
d2r 8j ~r1r 8,t !, ~A7!

and

j ~r ,t !5(
n

] tr nd„r2r n~ t !…. ~A8!

This choice of the current automatically satisfies the co
nuity equation, as can be verified directly by inserting t
definitions ~A1!,~A2!, and ~A7!,~A8! into Eq. ~A6!. Using
Eq. ~A5! for r̃ in Eq. ~A6!, we easily find the form of the
equation of motion foru:

] tu~r ,t !5 j̃ ~r ,t !/ r̄. ~A9!

Thus our task is to obtain the coarse-grained currentj̃ start-
ing from the discrete equation of motion,

m0
21] tr n5(

a
g~r n1a2r n1wn1a2wn!1f~r n!,

~A10!

where the sum is over the nearest neighbors, and
c

i-
e

f~r !52“V~r !1F ~A11!

is the external force.
Consider first the ‘‘one-particle’’ equation of motion

m0
21] trn5f„rn(t)…. Then from the definition~A7!, we have

j ~r ,t !5m0r~r ,t !f~r !5m0~12“•u!f~r !1m0f1„r ,u~ t !…,
~A12!

where

f1~r ,u!5dr0~r2u!•f~r !/ r̄. ~A13!

Upon coarse graining of Eq.~A12!, we find

j̃ 5m0~12“•u! f̃ ~r !1m0fpin„r ,u~ t !…, ~A14!

where

f̃ ~r ![L22E
L

d2r 8f~r1r 8!52“V,~r !1F ~A15!

is the coarse-grained force,V,(r ) being the slowly varying
part of the substrate potential, and

fpin~r ,u!52“V.~r !dr0~r2u!, ~A16!

V.(r ) denoting the Fourier modes close to the reciproc
lattice vectorK i ’s.

Inclusion of bead-bead coupling as specified by Eq.~A10!

only affects the termf̃ . For a statistically isotropic array~i.e.,
a triangular lattice!, we find

f̃ 5@c11~r !2c66~r !#“~“•u!1c66~r !¹2u2“V,~r !1F,
~A17!

where the elastic modulic11,c66;ga2. @The r dependences
of the c’s come from“•w(r ) and“3w(r ).# The equation
of motion for the displacement fieldu is finally

m0
21] tu5~12“•u! f̃ 1fpin~r ,u! ~A18!

with f̃ andfpin given by Eqs.~A17! and~A16!, respectively.

APPENDIX B: BULK-MEDIATED ELASTICITY

In this appendix, we derive the nonlocal equation desc
ing the motion of the beads at thez50 boundary of an
elastic medium placed inx2z half-plane~see Fig. 19!. Our
strategy is to obtain first theeffectiveHamiltonian describing
the equilibrium fluctuation of the beads at thez50 bound-
ary, subject to various drive conditions applied to the opp
ing (z5L) boundary. The effective equation of motion
then obtained by applying gradient descent dynamics.

We consider here thehomogeneouselastic medium which
is described by the Hamiltonian~5!. To simplify the descrip-
tion, we assume that a sufficiently large normal force is
plied such that displacement in the transverse (z) direction is
negligible. The Hamiltonian describing the residual displa
ment fluctuationw(x,z) in the x direction can then be writ-
ten as

bH0@u#5E dxdz
g

2
@“w~x,z!#2. ~B1!
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The probability to find a system in the state with displac
ment w0(x) at thez50 boundary andw1(x) at thez5Lz
boundary is

P@w0 ,w1#}E Dwd„w~x,0!2w0~x!…d„w~x,Lz!

2w1~x!…e2bH0[w] . ~B2!

Integrating out thew field, we obtain

P$w0 ,w1%}e2bHeff, ~B3!

where

bHeff5E dk

2pH 1

2
G21~k,0!@ uŵ0~k!u21uŵ1~k!u2#

2G21~k,Lz!ŵ0~k!ŵ1~2k!J , ~B4!

with ŵi(k) being the Fourier transform ofwi(x),

G21~k,0!5
C~k,0!

C2~k,0!2C2~k,Lz!
, ~B5!

G21~k,Lz!5
C~k,Lz!

C2~k,0!2C2~k,Lz!
, ~B6!

and

C~k,z!5
1

2gLz
(

p52`

`
cos~pz!

k21p2
, p50,6

p

Lz
, . . .

'5
1

2guku
e2ukuz for ukuLz@1

1

2gLzk
2
~11k2Lz

2/p! for ukuLz!1.

~B7!

The equations of motion forw0 andw1 are now straightfor-
wardly obtained from the gradient descent ofbHeff . For a
constant force drive applied to thez5Lz boundary, we have

m0
21] tŵ0~k,t !52G21~k,0!ŵ0~k,t !2G21~k,Lz!ŵ1~k,t !,

~B8!
d
.

,

- m1
21] tŵ1~k,t !52G21~k,Lz!ŵ0~k,t !2G21~k,0!ŵ1~k,t !

1Fd~k!, ~B9!

wherem i are the different microscopic frictional coefficien
at the boundaries. Assuming that the upper boundaryw1 re-
laxes very quickly such that the nontrivial dynamics is dom
nated by the lower boundary~due to its contact with the
substrate!, we can set] tw150 and obtain an effective equa
tion for u0 itself. It reads in Fourier space

m0] tŵ0~k,t !5 Ĵ~k!ŵ0~k,t !1Fd~k! ~B10!

with

Ĵ~k!52C21~k,0!'H 22guku for ukuLz@1

22gLzk
2 for ukuLz!1.

~B11!

Thus, in the limit of largeLz , the kernelĴ takes on the form
Ĵ(k)522guku familiar for bulk-mediated elasticity. And in
the opposite limit, the coupling becomes local again as
system reverts back to being one-dimensional.

Equation of motion for constant-v drive at the z5Lz

boundary is obtained simply by settingŵ1(k,t)5vtd(k) in
Eq. ~B8!. It reads in Fourier space

] tŵ0~k,t !52G21~k,0!ŵ0~k,t !1G21~k,Lz!v0td~k!.
~B12!

Using the result~B7! in Eqs.~B5! and ~B6!, we find

G21~k,0!5H 2guku for ukuLz@1

aL1gLLzk
2 for ukuLz!1,

~B13!

G21~0,Lz!5aL ~B14!

with aL'g/(pLz) andgL}g. Thus the equation of motion
for the constant-v drive is

] tŵ0~k,t !'2aL@ŵ0~k,t !2vtd~k!#1 Ĵ~k!ŵ0~k,t !,
~B15!

with Ĵ(k) given approximately by Eq.~B11!.
rug
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